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Anonymous of 1555, name under which a
Spanish grammar was published by the re-
nowned editor Bartolomeus Gravius in Lou-
vain, Belgium.

Although this appellation has been linked to
various people, e. g., by A. fi Alonso (1951) to
Francisco de Villalobos (not to be confused
with the physician of Charles V, Francisco L'-
pez de Villalobos), A. Rold*n (1977:xxix—
xxxiii) has rejected all such attempts at identi-
fication. After the appearance in 1520 of an
equally anonymous Vocabulario para aprender
frances, espaÇol y flamini (Antwerp), this was
the first Spanish grammar for foreigners (1555).
It is a book full of enthusiasm for the national
language, emphasizing its proximity to Latin, as
shown for example in its ending with an Ep�s-
tola Latina & Hispanica. Its outstanding char-
acteristics are brevity and a minimum of theory.
Even today it is not without interest for the
contrastive linguistics of Spanish and French.

Relying heavily on Latin grammar, particu-
larly on A. fi Nebrija5s Castilian version of
Introductiones Latinae, as it accepts seven cases
for Spanish (the effectivus included), the  til y
breve instituci!n nevertheless pays scarcely any
attention to orthography or syntax, and it com-
pletely forgets about prosody. Instead, it focuses
on morphology, termed etimolog�a, and more
specifically on declensions. The author classifies
words into nine groups (the adjective being
omitted in order to allow the presence of the
article): article, noun, pronoun, verb, participle,
preposition, adverb, interjection and conjunc-
tion, arranged according to their variability or
invariabilitiy (non declinability). As usual for
that time, the combination of article and prep-
osition is the way that the different cases man-
ifest themseves. The orthographic principle fol-
lowed by the author is clearly phonetic in aim,
and stated in the following words: “los espa-
Çoles as9 como los latinos escriben como ha-
blan, y hablan como escriben” [Spaniards, as
well as Latin people, write in the same way they
pronounce, and pronounce in the same way
they write] (1555: 5).
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